
Dear Itamar: 
 
Thank you, and your fellow bike safety advocates, for helping further the dialogue around creating safer 
streets (and sidewalks) for everyone in Cambridge. As you know, my wife and I have been car-free for 
over a decade and nothing is more important to us than safe biking. Given that my eldest son was injured 
when his bike hit a patch of wet concrete in a Somerville bike lane and my younger son was hit by a truck 
while biking across campus at Middlebury College in Vermont, I am sure you won't be surprised that our 
passion for safer biking extends far beyond Cambridge. My family's personal experiences with bike-
related injuries, whether it is getting hurt by fellow cyclists or slipping on icy streets, helps me understand 
this important and complicated issue in a particularly expansive and effective way.  
  
As it relates to bike safety, my record is unequalled. This next term, as in past terms, I will support all 
actions that lead to safer transportation options for all of us, including cyclists but also including seniors 
(for whom a collision with a cyclist could be especially harmful), pedestrians, drivers and more.  I have 
supported the contra-flow lane on Brattle Street because it allows safer cycling from North to South 
Cambridge by avoiding the horrible 'super crosswalk' by the T station. I supported the new bike lane 
ordinance and I am working with City staff to bring safer curb access policies to Uber and Lyft so they 
won't block bike ways as frequently and suddenly, and dangerously, as they do now. I am using data to 
help CPD realize their role, and the greater role of enforcement, in creating safe traffic norms for all of us, 
including cyclists, and I have been somewhat successful in helping our Traffic Department expand the 
"bike" discussion beyond our current backwards thinking about non-car transportation to something more 
inclusive of Micromobility platforms, assistive pedestrian devices like electric wheelchairs and shared 
transportation options that reduce driving. Improving transportation safety is, and has always been, at the 
core of my public service, as it impacts both the general public and my immediate family, for whom safety 
issues are real, daily concerns.  
  
That said, I wish I felt your pledge would help make Cambridge a safer place for cyclists, or anyone else, 
but I do not. This pledge, especially its implied support of removing the North Mass Ave Median Strip, is 
too blunt a tool to use to create safe, equitable streets. My over twenty years of lived experience on our 
streets, especially on North Mass Ave, make me certain that the issue of street safety is too nuanced to 
be solved with such a blunt tool. In particular, any pledge that would build an argument to remove the 
North Mass Ave Median Strip is something I cannot support. While not creating perfect street safety, the 
Median Strip helps define traffic flows in a way that improves safety for this stretch of road for all users 
and removing it to install bike lanes, separated or not, is a very bad and dangerous idea. A few years ago, 
North Cambridge experienced a taste of what happens when the Median Strip is removed, at Russell 
Street, and while I managed to get that threat solved, I cannot be a part of exposing people to such 
dangers again. 
  
To reiterate- I will support bike infrastructure where it improves safety, most especially at intersections, 
and in ways that lower speeds, to include the speeds of cyclists. I will also continue to promote the many 
other important ways of improving street safety that are at our disposal, from education to enforcement to 
basic street maintenance. There is much that we can do together to make biking, and transportation 
overall, safer in Cambridge and I hope you will join me in this effort. 
 
Please don't hesitate to reach out to me with any questions or concerns. 
 
All the best, 
 
Craig 

 


